TERMS & CONDITIONS:
Copyright: Any images or copies of images whether stored digitally or otherwise and any computer program including any source or object code, computer
files or printed documentation relating to such images are protected by the Copyright Design Act 1998. It is contrary to the Act to copy or allowed to be
copied photographically/electronically or by any other means an image created as part of a contract with Yasmin Hussein Studios FZ-LLC without the
permission of the studio in writing. This does not apply once copyright has been handed over to the customer in the form of a digital formatted disc Payment:
Following payment of the deposit, balance of fees due to be paid of the order. No photographs will be delivered until all payments due have been paid in full.
After the sales of the images on CD, Email or USB and once left the studio under no circumstances will a refund be given. If there is a fault with the CD,
Email or USB this will be exchanged without any further cost. All sales are final. Due to the nature of portrait photography, items ordered are not returnable.
Payments for additional images are to be made to the studio when they are ordered.
Children under the age of 16 must be accompanied to and from the studio. Once in the care of YH Studios they can be left with the consent of the
parent/guardian. With regards to viewing the images children MUST be accompanied by an adult.
We advise you to book if possible 3 weeks in advance to save any disappointment. You can move your appointment free of charge if we are given 72 hours
notice before the shoot and if you moved more than twice this maybe subject to a fee. If you have confirmed your session and you do not attend on the day
or if you are disrespectfully late you will lose your booking and no refund will be given fro your voucher. In the event that illness or other unforeseen
circumstances arise, the client may reschedule the session, although maximum notice is appreciated.

Intellectual Property: The names, images and logos identifying Yasmin Hussain Studios FZ-LLC or third parties and their products and services are subject
to copyright, design rights and trademarks of Yasmin Hussain Studios FZ-LLC and/or third parties. Nothing contained in these terms shall be construed as
conferring by implication, estoppels or otherwise any license or right to use any trademark, patent, design right or copyright of Yasmin Hussain Studios FZLLC , or any other third party.
Digital Files: All the Digital Files remain the property of Yasmin Hussain Studios FZ-LLC unless under the terms of a license issued when the said images
are purchased in digital form. Images: All image sizes are normal. Yasmin Hussain Studios FZ-LLC will provide a pleasing colour balance but cannot
guarantee exact colour matching owing to anomalous reflectance caused by a combination of certain dyes and materials especially man made fibres. It is
sometimes impossible to record on film/digital file the exact colour as seen by the human eye.
Prices: All prices are subject to the current rate of V.A.T. (If applicable). Current price applies at the time of sitting.
Complaints: Any complaints should be first be raised by the Client with Yasmin Hussain Studios FZ-LLC in writing within 7 days from the receipt of images.
Data Protection: We treat all your personal information as confidential. The information we hold will be accurate and up to date. You can check the
information that we hold about you by emailing us. If you find any inaccuracies we will delete or correct it promptly. The personal information, which we hold,
will be held securely in accordance with our internal security policy and the law. Yasmin Hussain Studios FZ-LLC does not store any financial information of
its customers in any format.
Refunds: Refunds will not be given in any circumstances but can be transferred to another person. Date from Expiry still applies.
Any Deposits paid to reserve images is not refundable but can be used towards payment of images and will be kept for one month.
This does not affect your statutory rights.

